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Professor N. J. Young has pointed out that Theorem 2.1 in [l] is incorrect. 
Our purpose here is to give a correct version of the theorem and to correct the 
original proof. We will follow the notation of the original paper. 
Our correction of the theorem is 
THEOREM. If A is an m X m matrix and f is a polynomial, then 
Proof. The proof proceeds as before through line 6 of p. 93. But the 
inequality following line 6 should be 
i If(“)l”f 2(m-1)‘2 
( ( 
5; + ,,,,.,.,,~~~,,~,~:,,li’Pu1?. (1) 
The derivation of the next two formulas (13) and (14) in [l] is correct 
except that the following misprints need correction: in (13), (X-X)‘+’ should 
be (h-r)-(‘+‘); in the formula following (13), (t h-( l- t )x) should be 
(tx+(l-t)x); and (r+l)-lf(‘tl) should be f(‘+r) three lines from the 
bottom of the page. 
From (1) above and (14) of [I] we get 
,,f(“)v,jG( 2(“-1)/2 .%, $ IIAlIrllfT4 j 11~11. (2) 
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It follows from the induction hypothesis applied to A, that 
The error in our original proof consisted of drawing the wrong conclusion 
from (2) and (3). The conclusion we want follows from (2) and (3) and the 
following lemma. 
LEMMA. Suppose that a finite dimensional Hilbert space H is the direct 
sum H,G3 H, of two orthogonal subs-paces and that T is a linear operator on H 
such that 
Pll “WI ) XEH, or XEH,. 
Then 
Proof. Let XEH with JIxII=I. Then x=xlel+x2e2, where eiEHi and 
/eill =l. Now ~~Tx~~~ =(Tx, Tx)=ZxiX,(Tei, Tek)=(By, y), where B is the 
matrix (Bik) with Bik =(Tek, Tei) and y=(xr, ~a). Since B is symmetric, 
IPll 2 s Pll md 
IIB(l =max{ IhI: h an eigenvalue of B} . 
A computation of the roots of B shows that (the largest root of 
B)=G IITe,112 + IlTe2112 <2k2. Thus, IJTxJ12<2k2, and the conclusion of the 
lemma follows. 
Finally, the formulas in remarks (3) and (4) of [l] must be adjusted by a 
factor because of the change in the theorem. 
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